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Abstract 
A digraph obtained by replacing each edge of a complete multipartite graph by an arc or a pair 
of mutually opposite arcs is called a semicomplete multipartite digraph. If D is a semicomplete 
multipartite digraph, then we prove that every vertex is contained in a longest directed path of D, 
and in addition, if P is a longest directed path of D, then we show that the subdigraph D- V(P) 
contains no directed cycle. In view of the classical theorem of Redei (1934), every semi complete 
n-partite digraph contains a directed path of order n. We characterize all such digraphs which 
contain no longer directed path. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Semi complete multipartite digraphs; Multipartite tournaments; Directed paths; Longest 
directed paths 
1. Terminology and Introduction 
A digraph obtained by replacing each edge of a complete n-partite graph by an arc 
or a pair of mutually opposite arcs is called a semi complete n-partite or multipartite 
digraph. If in such a digraph each partite set consists of a single vertex, then we speak 
of a semi complete digraph. An n-partite or multipartite tournament is an orientation of 
a complete n-partite graph, and a tournament is an n-partite tournament with exactly n 
vertices. The vertex set and the arc set of a digraph D are denoted by V(D) and A(D), 
respectively. Two distinct vertices x and y of V(D) are adjacent if there exists an arc 
from x to y or one from y to x. If there is an arc from x to y in D, then we say that 
x dominates y, denoted by x - y. If A and B are two disjoint subsets of V(D), then 
we use A => B to denote the fact that a - b for all a E A and all b E B but there is no 
arc from B to A. The minimum outdegree and the minimum indegree of D are denoted 
by c5+(D) and c5-(D), respectively, and c5(D) = min{c5+(D),c5-(D)}. For a vert~x set 
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A of D, we define D[A] as the subdigraph induced by A. By a cycle (path) we mean 
a directed cycle (directed path). A cycle of length m is called an m-cycle. A cycle 
(path) of a digraph D is Hamiltonian if it includes all the vertices of D. A digraph 
D is said to be strongly connected or just strong, if for every pair x, y of vertices 
of D, there is a path from x to y. A strong component of D is a maximal induced 
strong subdigraph of D. A digraph D is k-connected if for any set S of at most k - I 
vertices, the subdigraph D - S is strong. An almost I-dire gular spanning subdigraph is 
a spanning subdigraph consisting of disjoint cycles, and at most one path. 
The investigation of paths and cycles in tournaments was initiated 1934 by Redei's 
[5] theorem that each tournament contains a Hamiltonian path. Clearly, this is no 
longer valid for semicomplete multipartite digraphs in general that are not themselves 
semicomplete digraphs. In view of Redei's theorem, we only observe that every semi-
complete n-partite digraph contains a path of order n. In this paper we characterize 
all such digraphs that contain a longest path of order exactly n. According to Ayel 
(cf. [4]), the subdigraph D - V(C) contains no cycle, if C is a longest cycle in a 
strongly connected multipartite tournament D. We prove an analog result for longest 
paths. A very recent theorem of Guo, Pinkernell and Volkmann [1] says that every 
vertex of a strongly connected multipartite tournament is contained in a longest 
cycle. We show that the same is true for longest paths. Furthermore, we prove that 
a k-connected semicomplete n-partite digraph with the partite sets VI, V2, . .. , Vn such 
that k ~ max I ~ i ~ n {I V; I - I}, has a Hamiltonian path. Examples will show that this 
condition is best possible for n ~ 3. 
2. Preliminary results 
The following known results play an important role in our investigations. 
Theorem 2.1 (Redei [5]). Each tournament contains a Hamiltonian path. 
In 1988, Gutin [2] obtained a useful characterization of those semicomplete multi-
partite digraphs that have a Hamiltonian path. 
Theorem 2.2 (Gutin [2]). A semicomplete multipartite digraph has a Hamiltonian 
path, if and only if it has an almost I-diregular spanning subdigraph. 
In 1997, Yeo [8] proved the following powerful result. 
Theorem 2.3 (Yeo [8]). Let D be a k-connected semicomplete multipartite digraph, 
and let X be an arbitrary set of vertices of D with at most k vertices in each partite 
set. Then there exists a cycle C in D with X ~ V(C). 
Theorem 2.4 (Volkmann [6]). Let D be an n-partite tournament with the partite 
sets VI, V2, . .. , Vn that contains no cycle. Then there is a unique decomposition 
XI ,X2, ... ,Xr of the vertex set V(D) in pairwise disjoint subsets with r ~ n such 
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that for all i = 1,2, ... , r there exists some j E {I, 2, ... , n} with Xi ~ fj, Xi => Xi+! for 
all i= 1,2, ... ,r - 1, and there is no arc from XI to Xi for I>i. 
3. Main results 
Proposition 3.1. If P is a longest path in a semicomplete multipartite digraph D, then 
D - V(P) contains no cycle. 
Proof. If P is a Hamiltonian path, then we are done. Otherwise, assume that there is 
a cycle C in D - V(P). Then PuC is an almost I-diregular factor of the induced 
semicomplete multipartite subdigraph D' =D[V(P) U V(C)]. From Theorem 2.2 we can 
immediately deduce that D' has a Hamiltonian path PI' Since PI is also a path of D 
which is longer than P, we have a contradiction to the choice of P. This completes 
the proof of Proposition 3.1. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Every vertex of a semicomplete multipartite digraph is contained in a 
longest path. 
Proof. Let P = VI V2 ••• Vk be a longest path of the semi complete multipartite digraph 
D. If P is a Hamiltonian path, then we are done. From there we assume now that W 
is an arbitrary vertex of V(D) - V(P). Since P is a longest path of D, we deduce that 
wand VI are not adjacent or VI => wand wand Vk are not adjacent or w => Vk. If w 
and VI are not adjacent, then wand V2 are adjacent. In the case w - V2, the vertex w 
is contained in the longest path WV2V3 ••• Vk. Analogously, if wand Vk are not adjacent, 
then wand Vk-I are adjacent. In the case Vk_I-W, the vertex w is contained in the 
longest path VI V2 ... Vk-I w. 
Hence, there remain the cases VI => wand V2 => w, or VI => wand V2 and w are 
not adjacent, or VI and ware not adjacent and V2 => w, and analogously w => Vk and 
w => Vk-I, or w => Vk and wand Vk-I are not adjacent, or wand Vk are not adjacent 
and w => Vk-I. In these cases we define 
m = max {i I V; - w}. 
1.;;;.;;k-2 
If Vm+1 and ware adjacent, then by the definition of m, we see that w => Vm+l. Conse-
quently, VI V2 ••• VmWVm+1 ••• Vk is a path of order k + 1, a contradiction. Therefore, Vm+1 
and ware not adjacent and w => Vm+2. It follows that w is an element of the longest 
path VI ••• Vm WVm+2 ••• v*, and the proof is complete. 0 
In [1], we have proved that every vertex of a strongly connected multipartite tour-
nament is contained in a longest cycle. It is not very difficult to verify that this is 
also valid for strongly connected semicomplete multipartite digraphs (a proof of this 
fact can be found in [7]). Using this observation, we will present a second proof of 
Theorem 3.2 due to Gutin [3]. 
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Second proof of Theorem 3.2. Let D be a semicomplete multipartite digraph and w 
an arbitrary vertex of D. Adding a new vertex u to D such that u dominates all the 
vertices of D and all the vertices of D dominate u. we obtain a strongly connected 
semicomplete multipartite digraph D'. By the remark above. the vertex w is contained 
in a longest cycle C of D'. Obviously. u is also an element of C. Finally. it is easy 
to see that C - u is a longest path of D. containing w. 0 
Applying Theorem 2.1 of Redei it is immediate that every semicomplete n-partite 
digraph contains a path of order n. The next example shows that this statement is best 
possible. Let H be the n-partite tournament with the partite sets A h A2 ..... An such that 
Ai =} A j for 1 ~ i <j ~ n. Obviously. the longest path of H is of order n. Now we 
will characterize those semicomplete n-partite digraphs which have a longest path of 
order exactly n. 
Theorem 3.3. Let VI. V2 •...• Vn be the partite sets of a semicomplete n-partite digraph 
D. The longest path of D has order n if and only if there exists a decomposition 
Yh Yz. ...• Yp of V(D) in pairwise disjoint subsets such that Yi =} Yj for 1 ~ i <j ~ p 
with Yj = fj for some j E {1.2 ... .• n} or D[Y;] is a strongly connected semicomplete 
subdigraph with at least two vertices and the property that Yi n fj ¥= 0 implies I fjl = 1. 
Proof. If there exists a decomposition Yh Y2 ..... Yp of V(D) with the properties de-
scribed in the theorem. then we shall show that each path P of D contains at most 
one vertex of V; for i= 1.2 ..... n. This is immediate for every Vi ~ V(D[Yj ]). because 
then Wil = 1. In the remaining case that Yj = fj for some j. the statement follows from 
Yj =} Yj for 1 ~ i <j ~ p. 
Conversely. assume that the longest path of D is of order n. We shall show by 
induction on the number of the strong components of order at least two that D has a 
decomposition mentioned in the theorem. 
If there is no strong component with at least two vertices. then D is an n-partite 
tournament without any cycle. The desired result follows immediately from Theo-
rem 2.4. Now let Dh D2 ..... Dq (q ~ 1) be the strong components of D with at least 
two vertices. First. we shall show that D j is semicomplete for 1 ~ i ~ q. Suppose to 
the contrary that D j is an r-partite but not semicomplete digraph. Since D j is strong. 
it is well-known that there exists a cycle C of D j which contains at least one vertex 
from each partite set of D j • If W(C)I ~ r+ 1, then r=n. or D- V(C) is an m-partite 
semicomplete digraph with m ~ n - r ~ 1. which contains a path of order n - r. In 
the case r = n. the cycle C contains a path of order n + 1, a contradiction. In the case 
r ~ n - 1, we find together with Theorem 2.2 a path of order r + 1 + n - r = n + 1 in 
D. a contradiction. If W(C)I =r. then we deduce from the assumption that D; is not 
semi complete. that D - V(C) is an s-partite semicomplete digraph with s ~ n - r + 1. 
Similar to the case W(C)I ~ r + 1. we obtain a contradiction. 
Next we prove that fj n V(D;) ¥= 0 implies I fjl = 1. Since D; is a strongly connected 
semi complete digraph, there exists a Hamiltonian cycle C of D;. If I fjl ~ 2, then 
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D - V(C) is an r-partite semicomplete digraph with r ~ n - W(C)1 + 1. Again, 
Theorem 2.2 yields a path of D with at least r + W(C)I ~ n + 1 vertices, a con-
tradiction. 
Now let C be a Hamiltonian cycle of Dq and W(Dq)1 = W( C)I = m. Then D' = 
D- V( C) is a semicomplete (n-m )-partite digraph with exactly q-l strong components 
D"D2, ... ,Dq- 1 with at least two vertices. As a consequence of Theorem 2.2 we see 
that the longest path of D' has n - m vertices. In view of the induction hypothesis 
there exists a decomposition Y{, Y~, ... , Y: of V(D') with the properties mentioned in 
the theorem. Since Dq is a strong component of D, we observe that V(Dq) => x or 
x=> V(Dq) for every vertex x of D'. More general we prove that either Y! => V(Dq) 
or V(Dq)=> Y! for i= 1,2, ... ,1. This statement is immediate if D'[Yf] is strong. Now 
let Y! = Jj, and suppose to the contrary that there are two distinct vertices a, bEY! 
such that a-t V(Dq) and V(Dq)-tb. By Theorem 3.2, the vertex a is contained in a 
longest path YIY2 ... Yn-m of D'. When a = Yk. then a=> Yk+1 for k ~ n - m - 1, and 
hence b => Yk+ I. If C = CI C2 ... Cm is the Hamiltonian cylce of Dq, then it follows that 
YIY2. ··Yk-laCIC2·· .CmbYk+1 ... Yn-m 
is a path of order n+ 1 in D, a contradiction. Furthermore, it is straightforward to verify 
that YJ => V(Dq) implies Y! => V(Dq) for i ~ j, and V(Dq) => YJ implies V(Dq) => Y! 
for i ~ j. If Y: => Dq, then Y{, n ... , Y:, V(Dq) is the desired decomposition of V(D). 
In the remaining case V(Dq) => Y:, we define 
1 = min {i 1 Dq => Y:}. 
l~l~t 
If 1=1, then V(Dq),Y{,y~, ... ,Y:, and if 1~2, then Y{'''''Y!_I,Dq,Y/, ... ,Y: is the 
desired decomposition of V(D), respectively. Therefore, the proof is complete. 0 
Theorem 3.3 suggests the following problem (cf. [6], Problem 3.2). 
Problem 3.4. Characterize all semi complete n-partite digraphs that contain a longest 
cycle of length exactly n. 
Proposition 3.5. If D is a k-connected semicomplete n-partite digraph with the partite 
sets V" V2,'''' Vn such that k ~ maxl.;;;.;;n{IV;I-l}, then D has a Hamiltonian path. 
Proof. Analogously to the second proof of Theorem 3.2, we add a new vertex u to 
D such that u dominates all the vertices of D and all the vertices of D dominate u. 
The resulting (n + 1 )-partite semicomplete digraph D' is (k + 1 )-connected with the 
property that k + 1 ~ maxl.;;;.;;n+dlV;I}, when Vn+1 = {u}. According to Theorem 2.3 
of Yeo, D' has a Hamiltonian cycle C. Clearly, C - u is a Hamiltonian path of D. 0 
Our next example will show that the condition in Proposition 3.5 is best possible for 
n ~ 3, and in addition that there is no absolute constant 1 such that every I-~onnected 
semicomplete n-partite digraph has a Hamiltonian path for n ~ 3. 
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Let n ~ 3 be an integer and let At.A2 •...• An be the partite sets of an n-partite 
tournament H such that k = lAd < IA21 - 1 = IA31 - 1 = ... = IAnl- 1. If Ai ='?Aj for 
1 ~ i <j ~ n - 1. Ai ='?An for 2 ~ i ~ n. and An ='?A 1• then H is k-connected without 
a Hamiltonian path. 
Remark 3.6. For the special family of semicomplete bipartite digraphs one can weaken 
the hypothesis of Proposition 3.5 considerably. Together with Bang-Jensen and Gutin. 
I have shown the following result: 
If D is a strongly connected semi complete bipartite digraph with bipartition X. Y 
such that r - 1 ~ {IXI.IYI} ~ rand 2li(D) ~ r when r is even and 2li(D) ~ r - 1 
when r is odd. then D has a Hamiltonian path. 
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